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Factfinders for Patient Safety

Myth: There is a set number of epidural steroid injections (ESI) that is “safe” over the course of a patient's life.

Fact: Each exposure to steroid via epidural injection introduces risk of potential systemic side effects due to steroid. There may be a dose response effect or cumulative dose threshold for increased risk of certain potential side effects. There is no set number of ESIs that is “safe”, nor a specific threshold known to be incrementally more “dangerous” over the course of a patient’s life.

Glucocorticoids are a commonly employed medical treatment, which can be administered via a variety of routes and dosing schedules. One use of corticosteroid is via ESIs. While there are some gaps in the literature on the systemic risks of epidural steroids, the potential effects of chronic oral administration of glucocorticoids have been well documented. The oral steroid literature clearly demonstrates that long-term exposure to higher doses of glucocorticoids may result in adverse effects. The European League Against Rheumatism recently concluded that for daily prednisone and the risk of osteoporosis, infection, hyperglycemia, and glucocorticoid induced cardiovascular disease, the risk for harm is “low” with 5mg [equivalency: 0.8 mg dexamethasone, 4mg methylprednisolone (MP), 0.7mg betamethasone] or less, but for 10mg or greater there is elevated risk of harm [1]. All patients are expected to display adrenal insufficiency after more than one year of daily systemic oral glucocorticoid administration [2]. The literature on epidural glucocorticoid injections demonstrates some of these same systemic side effects. This is thought to be due to absorption of corticosteroid from the epidural space [3]. These effects can be immediate, long-term, or both.

Potential immediate complications are due to the direct effect of the exogenous corticosteroid on peripheral tissue. These include hyperglycemia and blood pressure elevation, which if present, are usually limited to 48-72 hours [4-6]. These must be considered for each individual injection. There is a paucity of literature regarding a cumulative lifetime risk of persistent hypertension or hyperglycemia due to multiple ESI.

Long-term adverse effects of ESI are most commonly due to Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Axis (HPA) suppression, a pathophysiologic event that occurs in some patients following ESI. In patients receiving lumbar ESI, one study found that 20.3% of subjects had greater than 50% decrease from baseline of cortisol level at three weeks [7]. However, when compared to a lidocaine control group, this effect was seen only in those treated with methylprednisolone or triamcinolone (TC) but not dexamethasone or betamethasone [7]. Another study found that the mean time to have return to baseline HPA function after a single injection of 40mg TC was 19.9 +/- 6.8 days [8]. Limited evidence suggests a dose response effect, with 86% of patients demonstrating cortisol suppression one week after ESI with 80mg MP compared 53% of those who received 40mg MP [9]. Duration of HPA suppression did not appear to be dose dependent, however, as by week three there was no significant difference between the two groups [9]. The concept of allowing the HPA to “recover” between dosing seems to stem from a study that demonstrated that compared to controls, patients receiving daily oral glucocorticoid therapy showed evidence of HPA suppression, while patients receiving alternate day oral steroid therapy did not [10]. In theory, appropriate spacing of ESI may limit cumulative lifetime risk of certain systemic side effects of steroids.

For other systemic effects such as a decrease in bone mineral density (BMD) and osteoporotic compression fracture, a cumulative dose effect may be present. A recent meta-analysis on this topic found that significant reductions in BMD were associated with a cumulative MP dose of 200mg over a one-year period and 400mg over three years, but not with doses of less than 200mg of MP equivalents for postmenopausal women or less than 3g for healthy men [11]. This is consistent with one specific study that found approximately 14 ESIs with a cumulative TC dose of approximately 400mg can reduce BMD in postmenopausal women with low back pain [12]. Another study found an increasing number of ESIs was associated with an increasing likelihood of fractures; each successive ESI increased the risk of fracture by a factor of 1.21 [13]. Conversely, some studies have not shown such a relationship, with one even reporting that the risk of osteoporotic compression fracture decreases with each
While iatrogenic Cushing’s disease is typically associated with prolonged exposure to high dose steroids, there is a case report of Cushing’s disease after a single ESI [15]. Other case reports of systemic endocrine disorders have been reported to occur after repeated spine steroid injections. One patient was reported to have 15 ESI over three years with an estimated cumulative dose of TC upwards of 600mg. Another patient had a total of 510mg TC and 40mg MP over a 28-month period administered via axial spine intra-articular injections [16]. Such complications appear rare, existing in case report form only.

Conclusions & Recommendations:

- The possibility of short-term and long-term systemic effects of corticosteroids should be discussed with the patient prior to the procedure during the informed consent process.
- It is clear that ESI can result in unwanted systemic steroid effects. Regardless of route of administration, prolonged exposure to higher doses of steroid confers increased risk of such side effects.
- Specific to ESI, there is inconclusive evidence to suggest a specific “threshold” number of injections over a patient’s lifetime that is “safe”. Conversely, for every single ESI, the systemic effects of steroids must be considered.
- Spacing ESIs at least three weeks apart to allow for recovery after potential HPA suppression may limit long-term sequelae of cumulative steroid exposure.
- There may be a cumulative dose of steroid from ESI that confers greater risk of decrease BMD or osteoporotic compression fracture: 400mg MP over three years for postmenopausal women and greater than 3g for healthy men.
- Limited evidence suggests that complications of osteoporotic compression fracture or endocrinopathies may be more likely to occur after 14 or more ESI exposures.
- Patients should be counseled on the potential long-term adverse effects of multiple corticosteroid injections and educated on the potential value of tracking how many steroid injections they receive over time.
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